
Word embeddings do not predict crossmodal priming in Hebrew morphology

Introduction. Theoretical linguistics does not often avail itself of tools from Natural Language
Processing; similarly, linguistics does not impact work in NLP much, especially not since the
advent of “deep learning”. This state of affairs is unfortunate since expertise in either camp
should transfer over to the other. And although some recent efforts have greatly influenced
the direction of research in NLP based on linguistic insights, these are often limited to general
phenomena such as island effects or NPIs in English (Bowman et al. 2015; Warstadt et al.
2019; Linzen andBaroni 2020). The current presentation shows how sophisticated experimental
manipulations on the morphology of a nonEuropean language can pose serious challenges for
contemporary computational methods. Yet these methods could be useful for the theoretical
issues under discussion, meaning that linguists are once again in a position to contribute to, as
well as profit from, current developments in NLP.
Word embeddings. Vector space representations of word distributions (“word embeddings”)
have been a major focus of NLPwork in recent years. This research paradigm leverages the data
in large corpora in order to provide a numerical representation of a word’s distribution, often
taken as a proxy for its meaning (e.g. Lenci 2018): assuming that similar words appear in similar
contexts, the representation of dog in an abstract vector space (its embedding) will be more
similar to that of cat than to that of table. While such models have proven useful for various
engineering tasks in NLP, what is striking is that word embeddings—which are essentially about
distributions in a corpus—also correlate well with semantic similarity scores provided by human
raters. This property of word embeddings has led to a burgeoning literature evaluating howwell
they model human behavior in psycholingustic tasks. These works evaluated word embeddings
on existing semantic priming datasets in English (Ettinger and Linzen 2016), used them to
predict N400 effects (Ettinger et al. 2016; Broderick et al. 2018) or reading times (Jacobs and
Erk 2019) in English, and correlated them with similarity judgments produced by human raters
in English (Mitchell and Lapata 2010) and recently other European languages as well (Hill
et al. 2015). Mandera et al. (2017) conclude that word embeddings outperform predictors from
previous families of models (such as Latent Semantic Analysis, Landauer and Dumais 1997).
Two problems. The relevance of word embeddings to experimental work seems robust, ren
dering them methodologically valid, if not cognitively plausible. Yet work on languages other
than English is scarce: Bonami and Paperno (2018) quantified how French words related by
inflection are more similar to each other semantically than words related by derivation, and
Zhang et al. (2019) evaluated how well different word embedding models correlate with EEG
measures of semantic priming in Chinese. For all their power (and hype), these models have not
been made to engage with a language that has complex morphology, something that might make
it more difficult for word embeddings to generalize from divergent surface forms to shared rep
resentations. In addition, we do not yet know how well word embeddings compete with human
ratings which themselves are used to predict behavioral measures. These tasks are taken up
here by comparing word embeddings with human ratings as predictors in a semantic priming
experiment on Hebrew.
Case study. In Hebrew, a word is typically made up of a consonantal root and a prosodic and
segmental template. Verbal templates often stand in certain syntactic and semantic relationships
with one another (Doron 2003; Arad 2005; Kastner 2020, a.m.o). In a recent crossmodal
priming study, Farhy and Veríssimo (2019) demonstrated not only a typical facilitatory effect of
shared root priming in verbs, but a novel interaction between template and semantic similarity:
their primes and targets were rated for semantic similarity by human raters, and these ratings
were found to interact with the template of the prime. Concretely, response time was modulated
by semantic relatedness between prime and target for the template XaYaZ but not for XiY

“
eZ;
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see the table below. This finding was found to be consistent with the claim that nonproductive
XaYaZ forms are looked up as wholes, whereas XiY

“
eZ forms get decomposed.

Form Prime Target
Unrelated XaYaZ XiY

“
eZ hitXaY

“
eZ

1sg Past משכתי אבדתי איבדתי התאבד
mSktj Pbdtj Pjbdtj htPbd
/maSaxti/ /avadti/ /ibadti/ /hitPabed/
pulled was lost lost killed himself

Infinitive לשפר לחלוק לחלק התחלק
lSpr lxlwq lxlq htxlq
/leSaper/ /laxlok/ /lexalek/ /hitxalek/
improve share divide share/divide

Methods. In the priming ex
periment, an observation based
on linguistic study fed directly
into an experimental predic
tion. These results have in
teresting consequences for our
understanding of morphology
and lexical processing, but
what is important for present
purposes is whether these find
ings can be replicated using
word embeddings. The original raw results from the priming study were thus regressed against
different kinds of similarity ratings, and the results compared with those based on the human
ratings from the original experiment: how close do word embeddings come to human ratings
as predictors of participants’ behavior? Ratings were obtained from three different runs of the
popular model rQ`/kp2+ (Mikolov et al. 2013): a “simple” wordbased model and two models
based on syntactic parses (Levy and Goldberg 2014), one using l.SBT2 (Straka and Straková
2017) and one using v�T (More et al. 2019). The configurations and parameters were similar
to the ones mentioned earlier for work on English.
Results. The main finding of Farhy and Veríssimo (2019) consisted of an interaction between
prime type on the one hand, and similarity of prime and target on the other hand. This finding
emerges in the Human Ratings condition but was not replicated under any of the word embed
ding conditions or even a combination of models (small tvalues and large pvalues, following
the same analysis as in the original paper). Among these conditions, l.TBT2 provided a better
fit to the data than the wordbased model, which in turn performed better than v�T. Yet these
differences were small, and in any case did not address the main question of the study.
Discussion. In this reanalysis of the original study, human ratings led to an interaction but word
embeddings led to a null result. A number of explanations for this difference come to mind,
all of which deserve further investigation. First, perhaps word embeddings do well with lim
ited surface forms (as in English) but cannot learn higherorder relationships between words or
roots (as in Hebrew) without additional parameters. But then, why not? Second, it might be the
case that there was not enough computational “firepower” in the current design: experiment
ing with different parameters (e.g. larger window/dimension size) or models (e.g. 6�bih2ti,
Bojanowski et al. 2016) might create a qualitative difference. But then, the Hebrewlearning
child does not have more computational resources at their disposal than the Englishlearning
child. And third, one could imagine additional evaluation techniques which may unveil simi
larities between human ratings and word embeddings for Hebrew outside of this manipulation,
or for this manipulation outside of Hebrew. But then, why should languages like Hebrew be
any different than English and Chinese, where this evaluation technique succeeds?
Conclusion. A method quantifying similarity between words can be valuable for theoretical
work on language: the question of what “semantic similarity” means for Semitic roots is a
clear case in which linguistics would benefit from a robust quantitative tool (cf. Arad 2005;
Aronoff 2007; Harley 2014). The current contribution shows one way in which linguistics can
challenge and inform the development of cuttingedge tools, in the hope that these could be of
use for theoretical questions as well. This enterprise need not be limited to Hebrew, Semitic, or
nonconcatenative morphology.
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